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Synopsis
In this document I believe I will present evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that Justin Trudeau, with the help
of cohorts within both the Federal and Provincial Governments, has perpetrated intentional fraud against the
citizens of Canada in the form of collusion and racketeering. I believe this document's evidence will not only
back up the claim in this synopsis but will bring to light and make sense of the confusing decisions made by our
governments 'in the name of science'.

PART 1 – THE VANGUARD GROUP
In case you are not aware of The Vanguard Group, the main thing you need to know is that they own
EVERYHING. They own major or controlling shares in most of the corporations and banks in the entire world.
It is reasonable to say that The Vanguard Group owns 10- 15% of nearly every sale made on the planet. You can
evidence this by going to 'Yahoo Finance' and typing in 'Apple' for example. Then click on 'holders'. This will
bring up the top Shareholders for that company.

At first glance you will see that The Vanguard Group owns 7.65% of Apple. However, if you look below this list
then you will see top mutual fund holders. The mutual fund list is also dominated by The Vanguard Group. At
second glance you'll find that The Vanguard Group owns 14.11%. This is where it gets a bit tricky and
unfortunately, forensic accounting is beyond my skill set. If you dig a little deeper then you will find that The
Vanguard Group also portions of the other holders on the above list. Without getting in too deep you can safely
add another 2%. This brings the total to just over 16% of apple stock and that makes The Vanguard Group the
largest controller of Apple. Do this with any company or bank and the result is almost always the same.

Following this trail you will find that nearly everything on the planet is partly or mostly owned by The Vanguard
Group.

Part 1(b) – So, who owns The Vanguard Group?
That's a great question. The Vanguard Group has created a unique situation. All of their clients are sold partial
ownership in the company. This means that, even though The Vanguard Group is a public company, their
shareholders are protected by client confidentiality. They boast roughly 25 million clients (under 1 million
dollars) and approx. 60,000 'flagship' ($1-5 million) and 'flagship select' (over $5 million) clients' worldwide. I
do do not know the specific breakdowns of flagship clients. https://www.inquirer.com/philly/blogs/inq-

phillydeals/Vanguard-plans-new-offices-for-upscale-clients.html
Part 1 (c) – Isn't Blackrock Number 1?
Most people think BlackRock is the largest investment firm in the world. There is a convoluted and incestuous
relationship between the top investment and mutual fund companies so it gets confusing. I am convinced this is
intentional. I believe that The Vanguard Group is the top company for two reasons.
–

–

Evidence 1 - Using Apple as an example once again. If I go to Yahoo finance I can see that Apple is
owned by BlackRock. I can then see that BlackRock is owned by The Vanguard Group. But I can't see
who owns The Vanguard Group. The trail stops there which brings me to the conclusion that I have
reached the top.
Evidence 2: We will get into this more later, but if you look at the partners list on the World Economic
Forum Website https://www.weforum.org/partners you will find Blackrock but you will not find The
Vanguard Group. This gives me the impression they are trying to stay under the radar and appear lesser
than Blackrock.

Part 1(d) – Why does The Vanguard Group Matter?
Why does this pertain to the allegations in the synopsis? When we stop looking at all of this on a global level and
we focus in on specific examples some frightening situations begin to take shape. Especially in regards to the
2020-21 lockdowns and restrictions.
-Why did governments shut down churches and small businesses but allow large companies like
Costco and Wal-mart to remain open where people were obviously highly condensed? Guess who's
owned by The Vanguard Group.
-Why did local restaurants have to close but McDonald's was open? Guess who's owned by
The Vanguard Group.
And it gets worse. Would it be considered collusion if The Vanguard Group owned Facebook and Twitter, (the
two companies who worked the hardest at censoring opinions opposed to their pro-vaccine narrative) but The
Vanguard Group also owns the companies that sells the “vaccine” ? (*note-”vaccine” is the common term used
for the experimental gene therapy currently be sold as a covid-19 solution).
As specific examples begin to present themselves you can use this template to answer most of the baffling
'scientific' decisions used for lockdowns, mask mandates and the push for vaccines. Admittedly you have to get
creative sometimes such as in masks. Masks don't make anyone a lot of money but if the The Vanguard Group
operatives condition the populace into feeling restrained until the “vaccine solution” is presented then the
removal of masks offers an incentive towards the sale of the “vaccine”.
Motive: There is a potential for The Vanguard Group to make well in excess of $500 trillion dollars through the
vaccine push. When partnering with global governments this can be done by (a) having the public pay for the
vaccines (b) get global immunity against lawsuits and liability thereby protecting profits (c) have the
governments assume the liability to be paid by the public funds – essentially having the people pay themselves.
KEY POINT: When we say 'The Vanguard Group', we are really talking about the “Select Flagship” clients.
These are the people making the most money from these actions.
PART 1 CONCLUSION: We are witnessing the largest transfer of money from the people to a very select
group of super elite individuals, while abusing government authority to do it.

PART 2 – THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM
I believe I cannot connect the bridge between The Vanguard Group and Global governments/ individuals
without discussing the World Economic Forum. Just as The Vanguard Group is underestimated, I believe that
the World Economic Forum is OVERestimated. Most people believe the WEF is pulling the strings. If you see
the WEF not as the shot callers but as nothing more than a marketing/propaganda department for The Vanguard
Group then more pieces of the puzzle fall into place. The WEF partners list now reads more like a Vanguard
Group holdings statement. From here on in we will begin to focus more on Canadian operatives.
Part 2(b) – YOUNG GLOBAL LEADERS
The World Economic Forum has two parts.
The WEF main site https://www.weforum.org/partners that has extensive documentation on philosophies,
mission agendas, and as mentioned, partners. This is where you can see the global corporate players and
agendas. Here are some familiar examples.

The second part to the WEF is the 'Forum of the Young Global Leaders' https://www.younggloballeaders.org/ At
this website you can focus in on specific people. Here are the Canadian Government representatives that can be
found on this website.

The Forum of Young Global Leaders self describes as being aliened with the WEF missions.
https://www.younggloballeaders.org/vision-and-mission

KEY POINTS: It is important to note that Chrystia Freeland is a member of YGL and also serves on the Board
of Trustees for the WEF. https://www.weforum.org/about/leadership-and-governance.
PART 2 CONCLUSION: As mentioned, the WEF partners list reads like a Vanguard Group holding
statement. This means the greatest control and direction for the World Economic Forum is coming from The
Vanguard Group. If the Forum of Young Global Leaders is aligned with the WEF mission and by extension the
The Vanguard Group mission -then it is reasonable to conclude that the YGL community are also aligned with
The Vanguard Group's mission. This means that Canadian politicians are aligned with The Vanguard Group.
PART 3 – THE VANGUARD GROUP AND GOVERNMENT CONNECTIONS
Here's where we begin to put it all together. Here is another area that is not my expertise. I am sure more
qualified people can make better sense of the Federal and Provincial Lobbyist lists. A quick preliminary check
shows that The Vanguard Group is an active federal lobbyist.

The provinces get a little more tricky, but the lobbying (or lack of) begins to tell it's own picture in regards to
individual provincial responses. Again, someone with more expertise here will have to do the forensics. They
will also want to watch for the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance https://ccgg.ca/.
Here you will not find The Vanguard Group but Blackrock and other The Vanguard Group holdings make an
appearance. Here is a search result from the BC Lobbyist database.

PART 3 CONCLUSION: This does not prove a link between The Vanguard Group and and government
collusion in itself but it does prove a circular relationship between The Vanguard Group and both federal and
Provincial government bodies. If the goal of transparency is to ensure that there is not even an 'appearance' of
conflict of interest I believe there is more than enough up to Part 3 of this document to warrant closer
government scrutiny in the form of an investigation.
PART 4 – IS JUSTIN TRUDEAU A VANGUARD GROUP CLIENT / OWNER?
Is Justin Trudeau a Vanguard Group client / owner? There's no way to know for sure unless we gain access to
either JT's financial records or the The Vanguard Group owner/client list. However, we can make reasonable
conclusions based on what we do know.
Conclusions
1. The government's refusal to look at opposing science and response with lockdowns, restrictions and
increasingly aggressive vaccination agenda seem to only benefit one entity - The Vanguard Group.
2. The Vanguard Group has an ongoing relationship with both federal and provincial governments.
3. Canada's deputy prime minister is on the board of trustees so must clearly know the reach of The

Vanguard Group.
4. The deputy prime minister reports to the Prime Minister so he must clearly know the reach of The
Vanguard Group.
This last conclusion can be refuted by the PM's office so that brings me to my last two points which also brings
the last two pieces of the puzzle into place.
Part 4 (b) – Government Handouts
In order to prove that Justin Trudeau, in his capacity as Prime Minister is colluding with The Vanguard Group
we need only look as far as the money he has inexplicably given out as well as the many scandals he has been
involved in. There are many examples but I will keep it to 4.
–

Apple 60 million (Owned by The Vanguard Group)
http://brianlilley.com/justin-trudeau-just-handed-tens-of-millions-of-your-tax-dollars-to-the-richestcompany-on-earth/

–

Mastercard 50 million (owned by The Vanguard Group)
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-trudeaus-gift-of-your-money-to-mastercard

–

SNC Lavalin – So Much money and broke the law (The Vanguard Group Major investor)

–

We Charity – Nearly almost a billion dollars (WE = World Economic)
**Other cash transfers include Blackberry, Loblaws, Canadian Tire**

Part 4 (c) – Justin's Unexplained Wealth
In order to prove Justin Trudeau has benefited personally we only have to type Justin Trudeau's Net worth into
the search engine. And don't forget to use the internet archive wayback machine.

**2015**

**2021**

PART 4 CONCLUSION: We can see that Justin's personal gain has increased by $8.5 million. His salary as
PM is $357,800. If he has spent no money in the past six years his new worth should be $3,646,800. Leaving us
to ask the question, “Where did the other $4.8 million come from?”.
FINAL ARGUMENTS
I am alleging racketeering and collusion has occurred in the following ways;
1. Supporting, through federal medical direction via Dr. Tam and threatening a federal State of Emergency,
the provincial State of Emergencies, lockdowns and arbitrary restrictions. These lockdowns - reinforced
by aggressive policing, threats of imprisonment and financial penalties – have been proven in this
document to more generally benefit The Vanguard Group's 'flagship clients' than local businesses.
2. By telling the Canadian People in early 2020 that the 'only way to end' this pandemic is when we get a
vaccine. It is important to note that, to this point in the last 20 years, a successful COVID vaccine had
not been achievable. There also was, to this point, to guarantee that a COVID-19 vaccine could be
created. Leaving us to conclude that Justin Trudeau knew BEFORE this point in time that a vaccine had
been created. Thereby setting the stage for only one choice for consumers. A choice that only benefits
The Vanguard Group's 'flagship clients'.
3. By ordering and securing millions of doses of vaccines before knowing if Canada could even approve
the Moderna, Pfizer, and Astra Zeneca vaccines, Justin Trudeau confirmed that the federal government's
plan was to approve the vaccines regardless of the health risks they may pose. This decision only
benefits The Vanguard Group's 'flagship clients'

4. By misleading Canadian citizens into taking the vaccines against their will by manipulating information
and thereby removing 'informed consent'. This is done by the false reporting from federally bribed
media outlets, and false fact checking support by the The Vanguard Group owned outlets of Facebook
and Twitter. This increases vaccine sales and thereby benefits The Vanguard Group's 'flagship clients'.
5.

By using increasingly aggressive pressure tactics such as blaming the unvaccinated for lengthening the
duration of restrictions. Such as introducing Vaccine Passports and denying civil rights to the
'unvaccinated'. These tactics increase vaccine sales and thereby benefits The Vanguard Group's 'flagship
clients'.

6. Dr. Tam has made several arbitrary decisions not seeming to be based on science. Such as, stating that
airplanes are safer than grocery stores. This defies everything she had said to this point. This decision
stemmed purely from political and financial motives not on the 'junk science' she tried to sell.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/covid-transmission-flights-extremely-rare-1.5797065 This further
discredits Justin Trudeau's 'junk science' of today that the unvaccinated cannot sit on a plane next to the
unvaccinated. This is intended to increase vaccine sales.
7. Dr. Bonnie Henry stating in May that she will not force a vaccine passport then making a rushed reverse
decision before the federal election indicates further collusion and racketeering on her behalf. This is
intended to increase vaccine sales.
8. Justin Trudeau doubling down on vaccine passports as an election promise by offering 1 billion in public
money to provinces for vaxpass development- while hiding the increasing vaccine adverse effects
further proves collusion. This is intended to increase vaccine sales.
I believe, in this document, I have more than proven a reasonable case and met, at the least, the minimal
threshold for a felony collusion and racketeering investigation into the actions of Justin Trudeau, Jagmeet Singh,
and Chrystia Freeland. Plus the subsequent investigations of Dr. Theresa Tam, Dr. Bonnie Henry, Doug Ford as
well as the other government agents listed above. I also believe I have proven beyond a reasonable doubt that
Justin Trudeau has personally benefitted financially through the sale of “vaccines”.
I also strongly believe that any and all future lawsuits and court cases should include a subpoena of a 5 year
financial statement from any politician involved. This will further prove (or disprove) collusion.
FINAL STATEMENT
This isn't a conspiracy it's just corporate synergy. This is nothing more fantastical than old fashioned greed and
self serving abuses of power to increase the elite's investment portfolios.
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PART 1 – MORE YOUNG GLOBAL LEADERS OF NOTE
Here are a some more people of note in the Young Global Leaders community. NOTE- Some of these people
were discovered using the internet archive wayback machine. They have since been hidden.

Again, there is no proof of collusion but this discovery makes a few questions arise.
1. Why was Andrew Scheer so ineffective at fighting against the liberal agenda on their early crucial rise to
power?
2. Why did Andrew Scheer step down over a minor and wholly untrue scandal while not taking any shots
(other than political theatre) at the Liberals over SNC?
3. Is Michelle Rempel Garner really 'for the people' or is it just political theatre?
4. Do all MRG's political rants ultimately advance The Vanguard Groups agenda? Such as criticizing the
Liberal government for not doing more to procure vaccines before they had even been approved. Such
as (at the time of writing this document) berating the Liberal government for calling an election during
an Afghan humanitarian crisis and saying that this election is costing lives. NOTE- This is what is called
a 'political pincer maneuver' taken straight from the 1920's communist manifesto. Get the people to
DEMAND it, then the government 'acquiesces 'to comply.

PART 2 – RECOMMENDED AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION.
I would be very interested to gather information in the following areas;
1. When Ontario and Manitoba were dividing sections of large stores into essential and non-essential.
Would these lists coincide with The Vanguard Group's holdings. Or at the very least, more or less
profitable for TVG.
2. Start trying to 'decipher' which federal and provincial leaders are colluding and which ones have simply
been deceived.
3. Same as above with journalists.
PART 3 – HOW TO FIGHT BACK
There are ways to fight and these methods have the possibility of changing things overnight IF (a) a global
majority could actually get this information and (b) if they all come together as one. However, historically this
has been an impossibility. However, I believe this is our only option as we must stop looking to government
bodies to 'save us'.
Strategy 1 – Share the information in this document through videos, social media posts, blogs and podcasts.
Strongly encourage individuals in different countries to do research using this document as a template.
Strategy 2 - Make transparent -through apps and website databases- all profit sources for the Vanguard Group
from products owned by large companies such as Coca Cola, Unilever and Apple. All controlled media such as
Disney, Facebook and Twitter. All banks and investment firms largely owned by the Vanguard Group.
Strategy 3 – Begin a global campaign to educate and discourage giving money to The Vanguard Group through
subsidiaries.
Strategy 4 – Accuse any politician, media group, journalist, corporation of collusion if they try to dissuade or
prevent the previous three strategies.

